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The RapportCMS™ pay per use model is perfect
for sporadic, short duration campaigns such as
political elections.

Pay per use models are perfectly suited for campaigns which are sporadic in nature with
extremely high capacity needs for short periods. One such example is the electoral cycle which
occurs once every three years with no intervening demand.
One of Australia’s major elections was run using the RapportCMS™ technology to support
the electoral commission. Our response was vital given no other supplier was able to meet
their specifications.

Summary

The RapportCMS™ reporting suite
also delivered enhanced reporting
to that which they have used in the
past and we are now in the process
of planning out future elections.

Our solution involved the building of a 90 seat in-bound campaign which was fully scripted
and integrated into the current web based system. Of great importance given the capacity issues
was the complex IVR development to both triage calls and manage massive peaks in volume.
The campaign was of very short duration (3 months) with no legacy costs accruing to the client.
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How Australia’s largest at-home
outsourcer builds its business on
the RapportCMS™ technology platform.

Unity4 has been in the vanguard of the global
movement towards at home outsourcing in the
contact centre industry. First started in 2000,
Unity4 provides both in-bound and outbound
services to a variety of blue chip Australian and
International clients.
Each year the company runs several hundred
agents from home and therefore reliability
of the platform is key from an enterprise
perspective.

Because RapportCMS™ was firstly an agent
empowering technology, this remains a core
differentiator for us as we sell the platform on
a pay per use basis.
Complex campaign work in the utility space
with the need for inputting to client legacy
systems is readily accomplished. Unity4 also
provides patient counselling for many of the
world’s leading pharmaceutical companies,
meaning security over data is paramount.

Summary

Unity4 both provides benefits and
is a beneficiary of its relationship
with RapportCMS.™ As new needs
are identified in the outsourcing
space, these are incorporated into
the technology platform and sold as
standard to our pay per use clients.

RapportCMS™ is a totally integrated
platform from recruitment through all aspects
of call handling and campaign management
to final quoting and billing. The platform
therefore manages the backbone of the
Unity4 business and is much more than simply
a telephony technology.
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